Summary. We present three improvements to be applied to algorithms testing the circularity of attribute grammars. The first one, originally introduced in [10] , discards from the set of graphs attached to a nonterminal symbol those graphs that are included in ("covered by") others of the same set. The second one, first presented by Chebotar [1], establishes an optimal order for selection of productions and eliminates at each step those graphs that are unnecessary for subsequent stages of the algorithm, thus requiring less time and space. The last one skips recomputations on terminal trees, thus saving time. These three methods can be used alone or together to speed up circularity tests. We also discuss the practical complexity of circularity tests.
Introduction
Since Knuth's original paper [8] about attribute grammars, one of the most debated topics was testing attribute grammars for circularity: indeed, using a circular attribute grammar gives no useful result and even denotes a flaw in its conception. One of the main problems is that the complexity of this test is intrinsically exponential [5] , and this might prevent a practical use of attribute grammars, in spite of their attractive advantages to describe the semantics and/or translations of programming languages.
In this paper we present three improvements to be applied to algorithms testing the circularity of attribute grammars, and test their real efficiency. The first one, called "covering" [10] , discards from the set of graphs which is attached to each non-terminal during the test, those graphs that are included in others of the same set. The second one, first presented by K.S. Chebotar [1] , uses the syntactic dependencies between non-terminals to split the original grammar into subgrammars, and consists in applying the test to each of them subsequently. The last one skips recomputations of relations on productions and/or non-terminals which generate only finite trees. These three methods can be used separately or together.
Of course, these methods cannot alter the intrinsically exponential nature of the worst case complexity. Since the average complexity seems extremely difficult to determine, we then discuss the practical complexity of these tests, showing, along with Raih~i and Saarinen [11] , that the exponential factor seems to be bounded up. By practical complexity, one means testing the algorithms on sample attribute grammars built for compiling purposes.
In Sect. 2, we state basic notations and definitions to be used throughout the paper. In Sect. 3, we present the general algorithm and the covering. In Sects. 4 and 5 we introduce Chebotar's algorithm and the notion of weak stability. In Sect. 6 we combine all the methods. In Sect. 7 we discuss the practical complexity of these tests, and in Sect. 8, we state practical results.
Notations and Definitions
Let G = (N, T, P, Z) be a context-free grammar, where N and T are the sets of non-terminal and terminal symbols, P the set of productions, Z the axiom (start symbol) of G. Each production pep has the form p: X o ~ X 1X 2 ... Xnp where the terminals are discarded.
To get an attribute grammar AG, we associate to each non-terminal symbol XeN, two finite sets of symbols called attributes, I(X) and S(X) (for Inherited and Synthetized attributes) such that I(X)c~S(X)=O. We shall use the notation A(X) for I(X)uS(X), I for U I(X) and similarly for S and A. The terminal x~N symbols have no attributes, the start symbol Z has no inherited attributes.
In production p, we denote by (a, i) the occurrence of the attribute a attached to the symbol X~.
With each production p is associated a set of semantic functions defining the computation of the elements of S(Xo) and i(X~) for 1 <j < %, in term of the elements of A(XI), for 0<i<%: 
The dependency graph of production p is the graph of the relation DO(p). The attribute grammar AG is non-circular iff DG(t) is not circular for any derivation tree t of G.
If DG(t) has no cycles, then the attribute instances of ~ can be evaluated, for instance in the reverse order of the one induced by DG(t) (which is a partial order) (see e.g. I-2]).
Knuth [9] shows that this dynamic property can be tested statically.
Algorithms for Testing Circularity

General Algorithm 1-9]
For each non-terminal symbol X, we build a set of binary relations D(X) on A (X). The algorithm is the following: 
ES].
The outermost loop must be repeated until we reach the stability of the sets D(X), unless a circularity is detected earlier.
The correctness proof of this algorithm may be found in e.g. [10] .
Discarding Redundant Relations
Reference ['10] presented an important improvement to the efficiency of this algorithm, by modifying the statement labelled "increase" (line 10). Indeed, we discard from the sets D(Xi) the redundant relations which carry no information for the circularity test.
Definition. Let B a set of binary relations and A c B. We say that A covers B iff:
In the case of binary relations on a finite set, each set B has a covering built from B by discarding any relation contained in another elements of B. This covering is unique and is the set of maximal elements with respect to sets inclusion. 
Chebotar's Algorithm
General Ooerview
Another important improvement to reduce the time needed for circularity tests was presented by Chebotar [1] . We think that his paper did not receive the full attention it deserves, so we present again here his ideas. The basic point is to find an ordering of the non-terminals of the grammar such that the above algorithm can be applied onto a sequence of sub-grammars, keeping for the next stage only the results of the current stage. We transform thus an exponential problem for a big grammar to the sum of exponential problems for smaller grammars.
Any ordering may be used. But, since AG are designed as extensions of context-free grammars, it is natural to take into account the "syntactic dependencies" between the non-terminal symbols of the underlying context-free grammar, to try to define this ordering. This is done as follows.
Syntactic Dependency Graph
We construct on the non-terminal symbols a relation F defined for each production.
p: Xo---~ XlX 2 ... Xnp by XoFX i l <_i<_np
This relation associates the left-part (defined) symbol of a production with the right-part (defining) ones.
Example ['1] . (The terminal symbols have been discarded):
Aio--+A14
A11--*A15
A12--+ A8
Ala--,A6
A14-~A15
Axs.-.,AielA 5
A16-'+A7
Graph of the relation F:
\/..
AI5 -
All ~- A7 \/ A16 A9 _--A 6 __ A13
Equivalence Classes
In the graph of the relation F, we are interested in the set of connected components which are the sets of mutually recursive non-terminal symbols with respect to grammar G. Then, on this set, we build the relation F 0 to get dependencies between the connected components of F. The nodes of F 0 are equivalence classes in which it is interesting to distinguish entry points, i.e. symbols to which there is a relation from a symbol not in the class.
For the above example, we get the following classes with their entry points and the tree non-terminals belong to the same equivalence class.
Ordering the Connected Components Graph
The graph F 0 exhibits the dependencies between the equivalence classes. It is used to compute, through a topological sort, an order in which these classes are to be processed.
Sorting Algorithm is:
choose a node in F o with no edge departing from it 4
give it the rank i 5 discard it from F o, along with the edge(s) that reach(es) it 6 i=i+1
For our example, we get: We can notice that the order of the first two nodes is irrelevant.
Ordering the non-terminals
The above ordering is the order in which we have to process the equivalence classes, that is, the order in which the sub-grammars on which to apply the circularity test are selected. At each step of the test, we will have to keep the sets of relations for some of the symbols of the current class, and forget (discard) those for symbols that will not be referenced any more.
The following algorithm gives a priority to non-terminal symbols: it uses the above ordering and, in each class, distinguishes between the non-terminals that are entry points in the class, which will be kept for subsequent stages, and others, which will be forgotten.
Notations: l is the total number of equivalence classes.
B m denotes the class B i with rank m. discard the relations of non-terminals of priority i R until i = I
Entry Points Priority
The correctness proofs can be found in [1] , along with some practical results. We must notice that: -The algorithms applied in steps 1 and 2 of A3P are polynomial, so the whole method can be applied safely to polynomial algorithms testing other properties than non-circularity, e.g. the strong non-circularity ( [2] , I '7] or alg. A21 in [10] ). -Other orderings may be used, for example, an "attribute ordering", as suggested by J. Engelfriet in [3] , where the non terminal symbols are connected to their attributes.
Weak Stability
As stated before, a circularity test computes relations on a non-terminal, going upwards in the tree. It must loop (loop labelled "main" in A1 and A2) until these relations are stable. If one numbers each loop, after i-th loop, it has thus computed relations on trees, the height of which is less than or equal to i. If some of these trees are terminal, i.e. their leaves are all labelled with terminal symbols (including the empty string), it is unnecessary to recompute the relations for these trees. Then let us state the following definitions: After each iteration of the algorithm: -Mark as weakly stable each production, the right part of which is composed only by terminals and weakly stable non-terminals. -Mark as weakly stable each non-terminal such that each production having this non-terminal as left part is weakly stable.
At the beginning of the algorithm, no production and no non-terminal is weakly stable.
Then we have:
Lemma. After the i-th iteration, the weakly stable non-terminals or productions can generate only terminal trees, of height less than or equal to i.
Proof. Easy by induction on i, noticing that if the right-hand side of a production is made only of terminals or non-terminals which can generate only terminal trees or height __< i, then this production can generate only terminal trees of height __< i + 1.
Now we can include this notion in any circularity algorithm, skipping the computation for weakly stable productions or non-terminals, and updating the markers after each iteration. Thus we can avoid useless recomputations.
This method is rather limited: if a production is recursive (directly or not), then it (and its left-hand side non-terminal) will never be marked as weakly stable. But it can be useful for grammars having many terminals, like asm (see Sect. 8) (a cross-assembler: each instruction is a distinct terminal): for that one, the gain is roughly up to 35 ~. For more classical grammars we have observed gains ranging between 2 and 10 ~ (cpu time). Like Chebotar's method, weak stability is independent of the algorithm used, provided it computes relations "upwards the tree". As a special case, we applied it to algorithms testing strong non-circularity ( [2, 6] or algorithm A21 in [10] ).
Combining All Methods
Let us come back to the partitioning method: when computing relations on a given class, the classes which have already been processed may be considered as terminal. So we can apply the weak stability to each class. It has then the same limitations as in Sect. 5, but also the same safeness. When convergence of the algorithm is reached for the current class, then we can mark all its elements (non-terminals) as weakly stable. It is useless to do it for productions having these non-terminals as left hand side because they will not be referenced any more.
The main gain achieved by weak stability here is for non-terminals which are alone in their class and not recursive. This means that in the graph F they look like: \l/ In one iteration the associated relations are computed. But with original algorithm (A1), even optimized using partitioning (A3P) or covering (A2) one needs a second iteration to check that one has reached convergence. This second iteration is eliminated by the weak stability.
The practical results of Sect. 8 will show the complementarity of all these methods.
Evaluating the Practical Complexity of Circularity Tests
It is well-known that a large difference may exist between the theoretical complexity of an algorithm (either average or worst-case) and its practical behaviour. Attribute grammars are a perfectly good illustration of this fact: although the theoretical worst-case complexity for circularity tests is exponential in the "size" of the grammar, the practical efficiency observed for "useful" examples is quite acceptable. We try to show the reasons for that in this section, evaluating the worst-case complexity of these tests. We show also which factors of this complexity our improvements act upon.
We use the following notations, for each grammar AG: pr is the number of productions, mnt is the maximum length of the right-hand side of any production, measured only with non-terminals, tuna is the maximum number of attributes attached to any non-terminals, it is the number of iterations of the (original) circularity test A 1, ct is the maximum number of relations in any D(X) during the circularity test. Let us now compute the worst-case complexity of the circularity test A1. The basic step (the body of the "inner" loop, lines 6-10) is of complexity (rant x tuna)3+ ~t x mnt x tuna since it is mostly the computation of the transitive closure of a graph with (mnt+l)xmna edges and a comparison with e such graphs. This basic step is executed (the inner loop, lines 5-11) for each combination of reIations of the non-terminals and the right hand side: deafly there are at most emit such combinations. Then the embodying loop (the "outer" loop 3-13) is executed once for each production. At last the whole process (2-14) is repeated until convergence, that is it times.
The whole complexity is then:
O(it x pr x mnt 3 x mna 3 x ot "~nt)
So the exponential factor seems to be driven either by the length of right hand sides of productions, or by the number of relations in each D(X), or both.
Raih~i and Saarinen [11] find the same complexity (in the worst-case) -apart from an additional factor (the number of non-terminals) which seems out of place -and show that the factor rant is not responsible: they use a (polynomial) transformation of the grammar into a Chomsky Normal-Form (with as most 2 non-terminals on right hand side of any production) and they still find the same complexity.
There stays to evaluate c~. Let A be a set of n elements. Then a binary relation on A is a subset of A x A. So the total number of different binary relations which we can construct on A is 2 .2. The number of acyclic relations is substantially smaller, but however it is still rapidly exponential. In the sequel of this section, n will be identified with tuna.
But practical results ( [11, 10] and Sect. 8) show that in fact, for real examples, the number of relations in any D(X) during the tests does not exceed a reasonable value. Where is the explanation?
Let us try to isolate some "philosophical" concepts involved in programming with attribute grammars. BNF and attribute grammars (its semantic extension) is a perfect example of top-down structured programming: each non-terminal represents a sub-problem of the global problem of attaching a "value" to a program, represented by the startsymbol of the grammar. These sub-problems may be viewed as "black boxes" with input information -the inherited attributes -and output information -the synthesized attributes -and a transfer function, symbolized by the semantic rules. This stems out of a result of [2] , which states that the value of a synthesized attribute at a node only depends on: -the subtree issued from that node, -the inherited attributes at that node.
If agreeing with this point of view, it seems clear that the dependencies between input and output must have some semantic meaning, and so cannot be "anything". Thus, around a given non-terminal, a given synthesized attribute can have only a "reasonable" number of different dependencies. So the number of relations in each D(X) remains "reasonable".
To state yet another argument in this direction, let us recall that nearly all the real examples are strongly non-circular: all the dependencies of a synthesized attribute can be gathered in a unique graph without being circular. This means that the power of contextual grammars is not fully employed in these examples, and this is in accordance with the structured design of attribute grammars.
We now borrow from [11] a useful definition. We say that an attribute grammar is G(A, k) if the circularity test with algorithm A for that grammar can be carried out with no more than k relations in any D(X) at any time. As a special case, the covering broadens them, and a grammar in G(A1, k) for the standard algorithm A1 is in G(A2, k') with k'<__k (and usually k'< <k) with algorithm A 2 with covering. Talking about [11] , we would like to point out that, for the algorithm they use (the standard A1 one), the class G(A1, 1) is included in, but is not the same as, the class of strongly non-circular grammars ( [2, 7] ). Here is an example, with only the dependencies shown: We now state a conjecture (and give no hint to solve it): there exists an algorithm A such that G(A, 1)=SNC. Solving this conjecture would supply an algorithm which would be polynomial for SNC attribute grammars and exponential for the others, but would be different from the trivial juxtaposition of the two algorithms.
Now, consider factor a, the number of graphs in each D(X). The covering evidently acts on it. But it is extremely difficult to get a theoretical gain. For practical cases, the observed gain is of the order of n (see Sect. 8).
Let us turn to Chebotar's method. Let us assume that we can find k classes of non-terminals in the grammar, each having on the average pr/k productions. The complexity becomes:
where itj is the number of iterations of algorithm A3P on the j-th subgrammar. Let itav be the average of the itj's. Then the complexity is: (itav • pr X ...).
It seems that the gain is null. But actually we do gain much because the problem on the subgrammar is much easier than the problem on the whole grammar, and so each it i is less than or equal to the original it. In fact we have k it > Max its. And generally most of the itj's are significantly smaller than it, so j=l that itav < < it. In Sect. 8 we use a weighted average itov to do the comparisons.
The weak stability used alone acts mainly on the product it x pr, by "forgetting" to process some productions during some iterations. Used together with the partitioning method, it can further decrease some itj's, and so ita~.
The other factors, which are constants of the grammar, are of course not affected.
Practical Results
We have implemented all these algorithms, and tried them on some real examples. In this section we will state some measures we conducted on them.
We will use the following notations:
A 1 = standard algorithm; A 2 = A 1 with covering, A3S =A2 with weak stability; -simula is a compiler for the language Simula, borrowed from Fang I-4]; we did not succeed in making it non-circular, but this does not change in fact the complexity of the test; -lore is a translator for a FORTRAN-like application language; -pascal is a full Pascal to P-code compiler.
All the algorithms have been implemented using the same basic data structures, in order not to bias the results by implementation details.
Here Except for simproc and asm, our smallest examples, we have only partial results for the standard algorithm, because running it on the other examples led to exceed the maximum cpu time for batch processing on the Multics system at INRIA, which is 36,000 seconds (ten hours!). We will develop this point in the sequel.
Here are condensed tables showing the gains achieved.
Gain on computing time:
We show the gain on the number of transitive closures computed (number of basic steps of the algorithms) and the gain on cpu time, which includes all the machinery to achieve the improvements (the gains are expressed in terms of ratios). 
Comments
The first that comes to mind is that the standard algorithm is quite impracticable. One needs at least the covering to get a realistic algorithm. The gains achieved by Chebotar's partitioning method depend also on the shape of the grammar. If the grammar is linear (k/nt important, i.e. many nonrecursive non-terminals), the gains can be quite appreciable (asm, lom). Conversely, if the grammar is very recursive, the gains tend to be low (for example, block-structured languages like simproc, simula and pascal), but never neglectable. The combination of both methods can be quite powerful in reducing the number of iterations: all examples are significant on this point.
About storage, the gain achieved by Chebotar's method is due do the fact that we can forget useless relations.
We can conclude that the three improvements, covering, Chebotar's partitioning, and weak stability, are really efficient.
But what can happen when the philosophical concepts involved in writing attribute grammars (Sect. 7) are violated? We got such an example with a big attribute grammar describing pure Lisp for semantic checking and translation into code for a stack machine. The context free grammar is quite poor as Lisp has a very simple syntax. The recursive nature of the syntax is reflected by a highly recursive grammar with a large equivalence class containing almost the half of the non terminal symbols. The semantic functions are quite complicated, with numerous dependencies far from the intuitive notion of "a reasonable number of dependencies" introduced in Sect. 7. That attribute grammar, if not completely pathological, is rather out of the standards. This specificity leads to a surprising result when applying Chebotar's method: the cpu time and the number of transitive closures is increased. Although slight, it is bothering.
A precise analysis gives us the answer: Algorithm A2 starts with empty relations and A3P starts with the non empty relations computed on the nonterminals which are output points of their class. As both algorithms have to do the same number of iterations to reach convergence, A3P computes more closures than A2.
Conclusion
We have presented three methods to improve circularity tests for attribute grammars: the covering, Chebotar's partitioning method and the weak stability. All three allow significant savings on time and/or space, so that circularity tests, a priori exponential, are still practicable, even for large grammars. Their implementations are easy.
Chebotar's partitioning and weak stability can also be applied to many other algorithms than circularity tests.
We have also analyzed the worst case complexity of these tests. The problem is still open to discover why real examples do not cause the combinatorial explosion predicted by the theory. It would be interesting to search in the direction of what we called the "methodology of programming with attribute grammars".
